
Menace is approaching you. There seems 
to be a way out, but as a Samurai your  
first move is to reach for your weapons. 
Your basic instincts to run and hide  
have dissolved since the only option  
left is to fight for your honour.  
You are a rock and will hold tight, fighting 
the opponents face to face, using your 
weapons until the very end.

SOLITAIRE GAME
Eiyo is a fast paced game where you  
need to strategically manage your weapons  
to defeat hordes of enemies.
You will need to survive the attacks while  
gaining honour points that will be crucial  
at the end of the game.

COMPONENTS

32 Weapon cards

6 Boss cards 
4 Yamabushi cards 
(Mini-boss cards)

36 Enemy cards

4 Deflect tokens

2 Special  
Weapon cards

20m14+



SETUP

GAME FLOW

1. Set aside the 2 Special Weapon cards next to you 
(the other 2 Special Weapon cards will only be  
used in the cooperative mode). Shuffle the 
remaining Weapon cards and place them face-down 
next to you. This will be your Weapon deck.

2. Shuffle the 36 Enemy cards. Separate them 
in 4 face-down Enemy stacks of the same size, 
placing them according to the image.

3. Take the 6 Boss cards, remove 2 of them  
randomly (without looking at them) and place  
1 of each of the remaining Bosses in the 4th  
from the bottom position of each stack.

4. Reveal the first 3 cards of each stack and lay  
them next to their stack in an overlapping style  
as in the image. This is the attack row of your 
current enemies. 

5. Place the Deflect tokens and the 2 Special  
Weapon cards next to the Weapon deck.

6. Draw 4 cards from your Weapon deck.  
If you don’t like your initial 4 cards, you can  
shuffle your hand back into the Weapon deck  
and draw a new set of 4 cards (this can be  
done only once at the beginning of the game).

You will need to confront hordes of enemies,  
trying not to be defeated, by gaining honour points 
determined by the opponent that you are taking 
down. To win the game you will need to survive 
having gained at least 40 honour points, but keep 
in mind that your Weapon deck will diminish every 
time the enemy attacks you.
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GAME END

ON YOUR TURN
Each turn is divided into 2 phases:
• Samurai phase
• Enemy phase

Alternate these 2 phases until a game  
end condition is met.

SAMURAI PHASE
In this phase you must:
• Draw
• Fight

Draw: 
During your first turn you don’t draw cards from  
your Weapon deck. At the beginning of the following 
turns, you will draw 4 cards from your Weapon deck.
You may never have more than 6 cards in hand. 
Any time you exceed this amount, you will  
have to discard your hand down to 6.  
Place the discarded cards face-up on  
a discard pile next to your Weapon deck. 

The game ends immediately after one  
of the following two conditions is met:
1. You defeated all of the enemies.
2. If you need to draw a Weapon card but the 

Weapon deck ran out of cards for the third time, 
while there are still enemies around you. 
In this case, you lose immediately.

If you manage to defeat all of the enemies,  
you win the battle. Count your honour points  
to determine if you’ve also won the game  
and which rank you have achieved.
Count the honour points of the defeated  
enemies in your stack. You need at least  
40 honour points to win the game.
• 40 honour points: Warrior
• 45 honour points: Samurai
• 50 honour points: Hero of the empire



Fight: 
During the fight phase you can deliberately  
attack or deflect your enemies, depending  
on your choices and possibilities.
To face an enemy you will need to consider 
the enemy position and discard a Weapon  
card correspondingly.
You can only use one of the positions shown  
on the card for each Weapon card you discard.

You choose the amount of cards  to spend from  
your hand, during your turn. You may spend them  
all or save some for a future turn. You can also  
use as many special actions as you can/want.

- Attack: 
By attacking an enemy you will defeat only 
the topmost enemy of the overlapping row.  
You can attack multiple enemies of the same row 
in one turn using the corresponding Weapon cards.
Place the defeated enemy card into a separate pile. 
This will be your Honour stack.

Note: In order to attack an enemy it must  
not have a Deflect token on top.
- Deflect: 
To deflect a row of enemies you must discard 
the corresponding Weapon card, and  
you must take a Deflect token and place  
it on top of the corresponding Enemy row.
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SPECIAL ACTION:
Concentration:  
At any time, during any attack or a deflect action, 
you can turn a Weapon card by 90 degrees clockwise 
and use it to attack or deflect in a specific row by 
discarding the topmost card of your Weapon deck. 
You can rotate the Weapon card by 90 degrees 
(clockwise) as many times as needed by discarding 
an equal amount of Weapon cards for each rotation. 
This allows for multiple enemies to be attacked 
without having the necessary weapon cards.

ENEMY PHASE
In this phase all of the Enemies from the rows, 
without a Deflect token on top, will attack you.
The enemies will damage you based on the 
positions they occupy in their row (see image).

You will discard an amount of cards from 
your Weapon deck corresponding to the 
damage received by the enemies. 
Then, you will remove all of the Deflect tokens 
on top of the Enemy rows and discard the topmost 
Enemy card in each of these rows to a discard pile, 
without gaining any honour points.
After the enemies attack, before starting a new turn, 
reveal three new enemies to form a new row every 
time one of the rows is empty.
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OUT OF WEAPONS

BOSSES

When you run out of Weapon cards for the first time, 
immediately reshuffle the Weapon cards to form a 
new Weapon deck. Then, take a Special Weapon 
card into your hand and continue with the game from 
where you left it.
When you run out of Weapon cards for the second 
time, discard cards from your Honour deck in order to 
purchase Weapon cards for the third and final round. 
For every Honour point discarded you gain one 
random weapon card. These newly gained weapon 
cards will form your third and final weapon deck. All 
of the Honour points shown on the discarded cards 
must be used to draw Weapon cards. Then, take a 
Special Weapon card into your hand.
If you run out of Weapon cards for the third time 
and can’t draw 4 new cards, you lose the game 
immediately.

In your game you will encounter 4 out of 6 available 
Boss cards. Each Boss has a different special ability 
that will be active as long as the Boss is visible 
in the game (in one of the 4 attack rows).
When a Boss is revealed in one of the 4 attacks rows, 
keep placing enemies until there are 4 cards in the row.

Hatamoto: At the beginning of your 
turn,discard 1 Honour point from your Honour 
stack. If you have no more Enemy cards with 
1 Honour point you must discard an Enemy 
card with 2 or 3 Honour points.

The noble Lady: When the Noble Lady is 
revealed, place 3 random additional enemies 
from the enemy discard pile to form a new 
row that will be revealed when the boss is 
defeated, in the same row.  

Kanabo: At the beginning of your turn, 
discard 2 cards from your Weapon deck.

Teppo: You can’t deflect the enemy row 
where this boss is located.



PATH OF THE WARRIOR
Advanced Game Variant:
Replace the following step of the standard setup:
2. Add 4 Yamabushi cards to the Enemy deck and 

shuffle the 40 Enemy cards. Discard 4 random, 
face-down cards from the Enemy deck. 

Separate the enemy cards into 4 face-down  
Enemy stacks of the same size.
The Yamabushi have the following  
effects while in play:

Note: There is a higher chance to encounter 
The Noble Lady and Kanabo since there are two cards 
of each instead of one.

You can’t use the Concentration  
Special action.

You must discard 2 Weapon cards instead  
of 1 from your hand to deflect (only one  
of the two cards needs to correspond  
to the enemy position).

You must discard 1 Honour point from  
your honour stack when deflecting.  
If you have no more Enemy cards with  
1 Honour point you must discard an Enemy 
card with 2 or 3 Honour points.
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